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Operations Analyst 

Full-time Operations position 

This is full time position ideal for someone with +2 years of Operations or Supply Chain experience 
looking to join the fastest growing audio brand in our Carlsbad office.  

The Operations Analyst will assist in the day to day needs of the Operations department ensuring 
timely deliveries to JLab customers globally.  The role will assist with order and supply chain 
management, warehouse communication, international document preparation, and chargeback 
research.   

This is fast-paced position which requires exceptional organizational and communication skills.  Strong 
Excel skills including pivot tables are a must.  This individual must be an enthusiastic and energetic 
team player who thrives in an open office environment. Boring people need not apply. 

Responsibilities include: 

 Manual order entry into ERP system 
 Warehouse and customer communication 
 Shipment research 
 EDI transaction monitoring 
 Internal order and inventory management 
 Chargeback research 
 International document preparation 
 Shared e-mail box management 

 
Requirements: 

 +2 years demonstrating experience in an Operations or similar role  
 Consumer Product Industry a plus  
 Ability to work alone with limited daily oversight and proactively find ways to improve workflows. 
 Ability to learn quickly and work with adjacent departments  
 Exceptional organizational and prioritization skills a must. 
 Demonstrated strong verbal and written communication skills  
 Proven self-starter and ability to balance multiple priorities  
 Ability to work in a multi-tasking environment and within a team structure 
 Proficient skills with Excel, Microsoft Office products are a must 

 Oracle NetSuite experience is preferred but not required 

This will be a salaried position that will report to the VP of Operations.  Our Carlsbad, CA office is an 
awesome work environment with an open, light-filled space (plus ping pong table), team events and 
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product perks. Benefits include options for fully paid health insurance, and a fun, creative environment 
that helps foster personal and professional growth. 

Please reply directly to this ad or email jlabjobs@jlabaudio.com and include in the subject line 
“Operations Analyst” with a cover letter, resume, salary expectations, and availability.  

 

 

 


